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On the

topological Degree
by

Joseph

Weier

Let n be a positive integer &#x3E; 1; Ei, for i = n, n+1, the idimensional Euclidean space; Pi, for i
n, n+1, an orientation
of the i-dimensional finite Euclidean manifold Pi; U an open
set in En+1 and V an open set in Pn+1; A a simplicial 1-sphere
in U and B such a one in V ; A * an orientation of A and B* an
orientation of B.
By g, g’ denoting continuous maps of Pn+1 in Pn, we call the
set consisting of all points p of Pn+1 with g(p )
g’(p), the set
of the coincidences of (g, g’), the "singular f orm" of (g, g’). The
pair (g, g’) be named "normal", if the singular form of (g, g’)
is either empty or composed of a finite number of pairwise disjoint
=

=

simplicial 1-spheres.
Suppose ~1, ~2 are
the coincidences of

continuous maps of U in En ; the set of
(pi, qJ2)’ the "singular form" of (pi, CP2)’

equal to A; moreover B,, ..., Bm mutually disjoint simplicial
1-spheres of Pn+1, Bi B, Bi - 17 0 for i &#x3E; 1; and (yi, 03B32) a
normal pair of maps yi: Pn+1 ~ Pn; 03A3 Bi the singular form of
(Yi, Y2). Then we designate the Bi as the "singularities" of (Yl’ Y2)
and A as the "singularity" of (~1, CP2).
The significance of n, En, En+1, Pn, Pn+1, U, V, A, B, A*,
B*, Pf, P*n+1, ~1, qJ2’ 71, Y2 thus defined remain till the end of
=

=

this paper.
By the way, 1 shall prove the following approximation theorem
elsewhere. If y denotes a continuous map of Pn+1 in Pn and e
a positive number, then there are simplicial maps y1 and y2 of
Pn+1 in Pn homotopic to y and having the further properties:
the set of the coincidences of (yl, y2) is either empty or the union
of a finite number of mutually disjoint 1-spheres, d(y, 03B31)
8
and d(y, y2)
e. More shortly : one can normally approximate (y, 03B3).
In Section 1, we associate with the orientated singularity A *
and just so with B* an integer as its "degree" in such a way
that degree of orientated singularities and classical degree are
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corresponding concepts. Some simpler theorems in Section 2
enumerate properties ,,"hicI1 both these degrees have in common :
topological invariance, invariance at deformations, and a decomposition property.
property of coincidences, relative to whieh we will
compare singularities and coincidences, is pronouneed in the next
A known

P signifies an (m+1)-dimensional finite
Euclidean manifold which possesses an orientation and lies im an
Euclidean space.
Let c be a point of V and hl, h2 continuous maps of Pn+1 in P;
c thé only coincidence of (hl, h2 ) on 17; the degree of c at (hl, h2 )
equal to zero. Then there exists a pair (h’1, h’) homotopic to
(hl, h2), consisting of maps Iaz : Pn+1 ~ P, and having the property :
for p ~ V hold the equations h’1 (p)
h1(p) and h’2(p) h2(p),
on 9 there is no coincidence of (hl, h’2).
Is there any property of singularities being apt to stand comparison with this property of coïncidences ? In this problem
Section 3 engages. First the following theorem. The singularity
B of (03B31, 03B32) having the degree zero, there exists a point b in T7
and a pair (91, g2 ) homotopic to (yi, 03B32), composed of maps
gi : P.+l ~ Pn, and of the fashion: g1(p)
03B31(p) and g2(p) 03B32(p)
the
of (gl, g2 ) on Ît.
coincidence
b
is
the
V,
for p e
point
only
in
the
brief:
Perhaps you may say
degree zero can
singularities of
be contracted on a single point. Yet, an example in Section 3
shows that the resting point cannot always be removed.
Some theorems used in the following easily result from know n 1)
properties of the Brouwer degree.

paragraph; whereby

=

=

=

=

1. The

degree

If 111, is

of

a

singularity.

03B1m), 1"
«(JI’
(03B11,
03B2m)
are points of the Euclidean m-space Em, q+r means the point
(03B11+03B21, ..., 03B1m+03B2m) and d(q, r) the Euclidean distance from q
to r. "Simplexes" are Euclidean and open. If C signifies a 2simplex in Em and D the topological (topological and simplicial)
image of G-C, then D is said to be a "1-sphcre" ("simplicial
1-sphere"). If just one point of the set M is attached to each
point p of the set 1V’ by the map f, we dénote the first point by
f(p). The pair (~1, ~2) is said to be a pair of U in E il. Let, for
1)

a

positive integer and q

=

=

...,

See for instance: P. J. Hilton, "An introduction to
Cambridge Univ. Press, vol. 43 (1953).

...,

homotopy theory",
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i
1, 2, gi be a map of Pn+1 in P n homotopic to yi, then (gi, g2)
is called a pair "homotopic" to (yl, 03B32).
Let a be a point of A, then we will define an "index" of a
under (~1, fP2) relative to A * as follows.
Be denoted by S an n-simplex in U with a E S and A·S = a,
by E* and E*n+1 the natural orientations of E n and En+1. Let
al, ..., an+1 points of En+1 with the properties: the points a,
ai, ..., an+l are linearly independent; the orientation induced by
(aal, ..., aan+1) into En+1 concurs with the orientation E:+1;
the 1-simplex with the vertexes a and al lies in A ; the orientation
induced by aai into A and the orientation A * agrée ; the points
a2, ..., an+1 lie in S. Let S* be the orientation induced by
(aa2, ..., aan+1) into S. Furthermore let T be an n-simplex in
En, T * the orientation whieh En induces into T, t an affine map
of T on S with t(T*)
S*, b the point in T determined by t(b) a.
Let f be defined by
=

=

=

map of T in En. Then b is the only fixed point of f, the index
of b at f is said to be the index of a at (~1, ~2) with respect to A *.
You iiistantly verify that the last definition is unique and has
the further property: if A ** means the orientation opposite to
A *, oc* and 03B1** are the indexes of a at (tpl’ ~2) relatiye to A*
and A ** respectively, then oc* == -ex**. One easily sces:
There is an integer a such that, for each point p of A, the ind,ex
of p at (~1, ’P2) referring to A * is equal to oc. Then we will define x
. to be the "degree" of A * under (~1, ’P2)’ more exactly the degree
of A under (cpl, ~2) with respect to (E:+1, E* . Correspondingly
one may declare the "dcgree" of B* under (YI’ 03B32) with respect
as

to

(P:+l’ P* ).

2.

Elementary properties

of

a

singularity.

From the topological invariance of the fixed point index
insues :
THEOREM 1. The degree of A* is topologically invariaitt, ?nore
precisely : Let t bc a topological niap of E n+l onto itself such that

t(E* 1) E:+1, t (A ) a simplicial 1-sphere, il = tCPI t-l, and f2 = tq;2t-l.
=

Then (il, f2) represents a normal pair o f 1nappings f i : t (U) ~ En’ t(A)
i.s the only singularity o f (il, f2), and the degree of t(A *) at (f1, f2)
is equal to the degree of A* ai (~1, ’P2).
We will show:
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THEOREM 2. Let (~03C41, ~03C42), 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, be normal pairs 01 maps
~03C4i: U ~ En which continuously depend on 7: and A, f or 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1,
the only singularity o f (~03C41, ~03C42). Then the degree o f A* at (~01, ~02) is
equal to the degree o f A * at (~11, ~12).
PROOF. It suffices to show that, given a point a of A, the index
of a at (~01, ~02) relative to A* and the index of a at (~11, ~12) relative
to A* are equal.
To prove this, let the significance of S, T, t, and b be the one
defined in the first section; moreover f03C4, for 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, determined

by
as map of T in E n. Then, for 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, the point b is the only
fixed point of f t, so the index of b under f0 equal to the index of b
under f1. This already yields the assertion.
If A’ is a 1-sphere in U, we denote A and A’ as "neighbouring",
provided the statements I and II are true. I. There is a homotopy
(il, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1) of topological maps tt : A ~ U such that t° is
the identity, t1(A)
A’, and
=

and 0 03C4 ~ 1. II. The homotopies
1, 2, being conditioned like (tT, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1),
then the orientations t11(A*), t12(A*) of A’ agree. The orientation
t1(A*) of A’ we name the orientation "induced" by A* into A’.
In the last paragraph replacing A, A’, A *, U by B, B’, B*,
V respectively, you obtain the definition of a 1-sphere B’ such
that B and B’ are "neighbouring" and the definition of the
orientation which B* "induces" into B’.
Now let us establish:
THEOREM 3. Il oc denotes the degree of A * under (~1, 9’2) and
oc, then there are simplicial
03B11, ..., rem are integers with 1 oci
U
in
1-spheres A i, ..., Am
by pairs disjoint and a normal pair (il, f2)
U
with
the
of maps fi : ~ Ei
properties: 11(p) 9’1(P) and f2(p)
9’2(P) for p E U-U; f or i 1, ..., m, the spheres Ai and A are
neighbouring; the Ai are the singularities o f (il, f2); A*i being the
orientation which A * induces into A i, the number oci represents the
for all

(p, T) with p ~ A

(ti, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1 ), i

=

=

=

=

=

degree o f A *

at

(f1, f2).

PROOF. Let T be an n-simplex in En. Then you easily see that
there are points ar, 0 ~ r 1, of A continuously dependent on
« and n-simplexes Sr, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, continuously dependent on
ï,

too, and

a

homotopy (t03C4, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1 )

of affine maps ta :

T - ST
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aO
al, 50 Sl, and tO t1; for 0
hold
ari
1
there
=1= aT2 and 8Tl. 8TI
0; a1: E 5T for
|03C41-03C42|
all 7:; if, for all 7:, f03C4 denotes the map defined by

with the

properties:

=

=

=

=

fT(p)

=

~1t03C4(p)-~2t03C4(p), p~T,

and br the point of T where t03C4(b03C4)
ar, then the index of bz
at fr is equal to oc. Thus, Theorem 3 easily follows from
7: ~ 1),
LEMMA 1. Let S be an n-simplex in En ; and (a03C4i, 0
~
0
r
the
i
curves
1,
1, ..., m,
points
of points a03C4i of S; for
ar, ..., am mutually disjoint; (for, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1) a homotopy of maps
ft : S ~ En; P =1= f03C4(p) for all (p, 7:) with p E S-S and 0 7: 1;
further a’, ..., aim, for i 0, 1, the f ixed points of fi; and, for
k
1, ..., m, the index of ak at f0 equal to the index of ak at f1.
Then there exists a homotopy (gr, 0 ~ 7:
1) of maps g03C4: S ~ En
such that : f03C4(p)
g03C4(p) for all (p, 7:) where either p ~ S and 03C4 0, 1
1, the points aI, ..., dm
or p ~ S-S and 0 ~ r ~ 1; for 0 ~ r
are the f ixed points of gr.
PROOF. It suffices to show the following simpler proposition.
Let a,, a2 be different points of S and f0, f1 continuous maps
of S in E n with the properties: 10(p)
f1(p) for p E S-S; for
i
1, 2,
0, 1, the points al’ a2 are the fixed points of f i; for k
the index of ak at f0 is equal to the index of ak at f1. Then there
7: ~ 1) of maps gr: S ~ En such that the
is a homotopy (gr, 0
holds:
following
g03C4(p) f0(p) for all (p, 03C4) with p E S-S and
o C 7: C 1 ; gO
f0 and gl f l; for 0 7: ~ 1, the points a,, a2
are the only fixed points of gr.
To establish this, first let T denote an (n -1 )-simplex with
T C S, T - T C 8-5, and the property: if 5l, S2 are both the
components of the set S - T, we have al E SI and a2 E S2. Following a known theorem on the fixed point index, there is a
homotopy (gr, 0 ~ r ~ 1/2) of maps gr: S ~ En which disposes
of the properties: g03C4(p) = 10(p) for all (p, 03C4) with p E 9-S and
=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

=

o Ç

7:

~

1/2; gO

for 0 ~ 03C4 ~

1/2,

=

/0;

the

points

al and a2

are

the

only

fixed

points

of gt

.

So it remains to show:
Let a be a point of S and f, f ’ continuous maps of S in En:
f(( ) f’(p) for p~S-S, a the only fixed point of f and j usi
so the only fixed point of f ’. Then there is a homotopy (hr, 0~03C4~1
of maps h03C4: S ~ En such that: hz(p)
f(p) for all (p, 7:) witl
=

=
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p

E

S-S and

0 ~

r

~ 1; hO = f and hl

=

f’;

a

represents the

1.
fixed point of ht for 0 r
The last proposition, however, is true, as you may easily verify.
Like Theorem 1, 2, and 3 one can prove:
03C4 ~ 1,
The degree o f B is topologically invariant. Il (y’, 03B303C42), 0
are normal pairs o f maps y’: Pn+1 ~ Pn which continuously depend
l’
on -rand i f B, for 0
1, represents a singularity of (yr, 03B303C42),
then the degree of B* at (yo, y’) and the degree of B* at (y’, 03B312)
are equal. Let P be the degree of B* at (03B31, 03B32) and fJl’..., 03B2m integers
with 1 pi
03B2; then there are mutually disjoint simplicial 1-spheres
Bje ..., Bm in V and a normal pair (91, g2) homotopic to (YI’ 03B32),
composed of maps g,: Pn+1 ~ Pn, and provided with the following
properties: g1(p) 03B31(p) and g2(P) 03B32(p) for p ~ V ; f or
i
l, ..., M, the spheres Bi and B are neighbouring; the Bi are
the singularities of (91, g2 ) on V; by B* denoting the orientation
zchich B* induces into Bi, one obtains Pi to be the deg1.ee of B*
under (gi, g2).

only

=

=

=

=

3.

Singularities

of the

degree

zero.

The singularity A of (~1, ~2) be called "unessential" if, for every
open set U, of En+1 with A C U, C U, there are continuous maps
fi: U ~ En such that: f1(p) 991(p) and f2(p) ~2(p) for p ~ Ul,
fl(P) =1= f 2(p) for PEUl- We designate A as "essential" singularity
if it is not unessential. Correspondingly one defines the "essentiality" and "unessentiality" of B. Hereupon holds:
THEOREM 4. The singularity A of (~1, lfJ2) being unessential, its
degree is equal to zero.
PROOF. Let a be a point of A, S and n-simplex of U with a E S
and AS = a, T an n-simplex in E n, and t an affine map of T
onto S. Let f be defined by f(p)
~1t(p) - ~2t(p), p E T, as map
of T in En. To establish that the index of a at (~1, ~2) and thus
the degree of A at (~1, ~2) is equal to zero, it is sufficient to show :
there exists a continuous map f’: T ~ E n which has no fixed
point and agrees with 1 on T - T .
U1 denote an open set in E n+l with A C Ul C U and
(S-S) · Ul 0. Then the unesscntiality of A yields continuous
1, 2, such that ~’1(p)
maps ~’i: U ~ En, i
~1(p) and
for
for
Now
= f2(P)
p e Ul, ~’1(p) =1=- ~’2(p)
setting
pE Ul.
/’(P) = ~’1t(p)-~’2t(p) for p E T, w-e obtain a map f’: T ~ En of
the desired kind.
Like Lemma 1 vou can prove :
=

=

=

May

=

=

~’2(p)

=
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LEMMA 2. Let S bc an n-siînplex in En and a a point of S. Su pr
1) to be a h01notopy o f maps fT: S ~ E n with
pose (f03C4, 0
the properties: p ~ f03C4(p) for all (p, 1’) where p E S-S and 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1;
the point a is the only f ixed point of f0 and just so of f1, the index
of a at f0 is equal to zero. Then there exists a homotopy (gT, 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1)
e03C4(p) fr(p) for
of1naps gr: S ~ En which have the
03C4 ~ 1;
all (p, r) where either p E S and r
0, 1 or p E S-S and 0
0
no
03C4
has
the
1,
map gr
fixed point.
f or
A modified inversion of Theorem 4 is given by
THEORElB1 5. Let the degree of A at (~1, ~2) be zero. Then there
exists a point a in U and continuous maps f i: U - En with the
properties: f1(p) ~1(p) and f2(p) ~2(p) f or p E V-U, the
point a is the only coincidence of (f1, f2).
PROOF. Let Sr, 0
T ~ 1, be n-simplexes of U continuously
on
r
that:
for all r, the intersection ¿4 . Sr consists
such
dependent
of a single point aT; for Tl 1 z2, the intersection S03C41. ST2 is
empty. The union of all Sv with 0 r 1 we denote by S.
Following Lemma 2, there are continuous niaps g i : U -* En’
i
1, 2, of the condition: g1(p) ~1(p) and g2(P)
992(P) for
for
.s.
p ~
P e SI g1(p) =1=- g2(p)
The set A - S is homeomorph to a closed segment. Thus there
exists an open set U1 in En+1 such that A - S C Ul C U and U1
is homeomorpll to the elosure of a simplex. Let a be a point
of Ul. Then there exists a continuous map w of ’U, -a onto
U1-U1 so that w(p) p for p E U, - Ul.
Hereupol1 we set 03BB(p) d(p, a)/(d(p, a)+d(p, U1-U1)) for
all points pE Ul- a, and fi
gl, moreover

properties:

=

=

=

-

=

=

=

=

=

=

/2(P) = g1(p)+03BB(p)(g2w(p)-g1w(p)) for p E Ul-a,
further f2(p)
g2(p) for p E U - Ul, and f2(a) g1(a).
For the sake of finishing thc argumentation it suffices to show
that a represents the only coincidence of (f1, f2) on VI: If p means
a point of U12013a, we have
f2(p)2013f1(p) = 03BB(p)(g2w(p)-g1w(p)),
besides 03BB(p) &#x3E; 0, and g2w(p) =1=- g1w(p), thus f2(p) e f1(p).
Similarly as Theorem 4 and 5 one can prove:
The singularity B of (YI’ 03B32) being unessential, its degree is equal
to zero. The degree of B under (y,, Y2) being zero, the1’e is a point
b in V and a pair (91, g2) homotopic to ( yi, 03B32), consisting of 1naps
gi : Pn+1 ~ Pn, and of the further condition: g1(p)
Yl(P) and
g2(p) Y2(P) for P 1 V, the point b is the only coincidence of
(g1, g2) on 17.
=

=

=

=
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The precise inversion of Theorem 4 is not correct:
There exist singularities of the degree zero which are essential.
PROOF. Let S be a 4-simplex in E4, T a 3-simplex in E3, a a
point of ,S, and b a point of T. Set f1(p) b for p ~ S. Further,
let f2 be a continuous map of S onto T with the properties:
=

f2(a)

=

b,

the map

f2|S-S represents

an

essential map of the 3-sphere
Following a known theorem2),

on the 2-sphere 7;-T.
such a mnp exists.
Now denote by C a simplicial 1-sphere E a in S, by R a 3simplex in S with a E R and C · R a. Let Si be an open set in
E4 such that

S-S

=

further 03B6(p)
d(p,
of Sl ; and 92(P)
=

=

C)/(d(p, C)+d(p, S1-S1))
/2(P) for p e S-S1,

for all

points

p

pair (f1, g2 ) thus defined is regular, and C represents its only
singularity.
The assumption, C be an unessential singularity of (fi, 92)1

The

leads to a contradiction as follows. Then there would exist
continuous maps fi: 8 -+ E3, i
1, 2, so conditioned that:
f1(p) = f1(p) and f2(p) g2(p) for p E 8-S, f1(p) ~ f2(p) for
all points p of S.
We define f by f(p)
in
b+(f2(p)-f1(p)), PES, as map
that
S-S
of
the
E3,
disposes
following properties: 1) the sphere
is essentially mapped on T-T by f|S-S, 2) for all points p of
S holds b =1= f(p). Assertion 1) is true, since fl(p)
fl(p) b
S-S
and
is
an
essential
f2|S-S f2|S-S
map of S-S
for p ~
on T-T. From f1(p) ~ f2(p),
e
of the
ensues
the
correctness
p S,
second assertion. The affirmations 1) and 2), however, contradict
to one another.
In order to prove, the degree of C at (f1, g2) be zero, it suffices
to show: the index of a at (fi, g2 ) is zero. This to establish, let t
be an affine map of T on R. Determine h by h(p)
f1t(p)-g2t(p),
p E T, as map of T in E3. The point b is the only fixed point of h.
We will show that the index of b under h is equal to zero.
=

=

of S

=

=

=

=

=

2) H. Hopf, "Zur Algebra der Abbildungen von Mannigfaltigkeiten", Journal f.
reine und angewandte Math., vol. 163 (1930), pp. 71-88.
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For this purpose let

tinuously dependent
further (t03C4,
7: &#x3E; 0;
t03C4:

T ~ R03C4 with t0

=

0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, be 3-simplexes of S conR and a e RT for
7: such that R0
0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1) a homotopy of affine maps
t ; besides hz, for 0 ~ 03C4 ~ 1, defined by

Rv,

on

=

h’r(p) = f103C4(p)-f2t03C4(p), p E T,
as map of T in E3.
On account of RwSl = a and g2(p)
f2(p), P 1- Sl, holds
For
all
hence
h.
hO
(p, 03C4) with p ~ T
f2(p) g2 (p) for p E R,
and 0
03C4 ~ 1, one has t03C4(p) ~ a, consequently f1t03C4(p) ~ f2t03C4(p);
=

=

=

from which it follows that, for 0
03C4 ~ 1, the map hr has no
h is equal to zero.
fixed point. Thus, the index of b under h°
And the proof is complete.
=

Fulda

(Oblatum 3-11-55).
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Correction to the paper in
Mathematica vol. 13, fasc. 1 pp 76-80

"On certain

(Germany)

(1956)

periodic characteristic functions"
by

Eugene

Lukacs

The results obtained are somewhat carelessly stated. It can
easily be verified that they are correct provided that the following
changes are made:

1)

The words "which has the origin as a lattice point" should
be added to theorem 1, theorem 2 and lemma 1.

2)

The words "with a period parallelogram contained in the
interior of its strip of regularity" should be added to the
corollary to theorem 1.

3)

Line 2 in theorem 1 should read "valued and simply periodic ..." instead of "valued and periodic ...". The words
"if, and" in line 2 of theorem 2 should be deleted.
The Catholic

University

of America

